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①Takahi bridge
First submersible bridge in
the main stream of
Shimanto river. The bridge
used to be in wood, but
was often washed away
during floods, so a
concrete bridge replaced it.
It became a cultural asset
of the country in February
2009.

②Kuma-aki bridge
Kuma-aki is the second
submersible bridge over
the Shimanto river. It was
built in 1959, connecting
Kuma-aki disctrict and
Naro district.

Bicycle 25min
Car
8min

Bicycle 19min
Car
11 min

⑦Folk museum

⑧Kuma-aki spring

The building, which has a
now rare double-layered
roof, was once built on the
site of the current city
office in 1972 as a rice
storage
warehouse.Traditional
fishing gear used in the
Shimanto River,
blacksmith's tools in the
village, and other items
collected from a wide
range of fields give you an
idea of the old life.
Bicycle 24min
Car
11min

Kuma-aki spring water
that seeps from the rock
doesn't wither even in
winter. When used for
making tea, the water
amplify the taste of the
tea. It also softens the
taste of coffee, and you
can often see people
coming from neighboring
municipalities to take
water.

Bicycle 15min
Car
8 min

③Nagano bridge
Nagano is the third
submersible bridge over
the Shimanto river, on the
southernst part of Onomi,
and was built in 1940. The
bridge connects Makinono
on the east bank to
Nagano on the west bank
of the river.

Bicycle 38min
Car
14 min

Rice fields
Watered by the crystalclear Shimanto river,
Onomi village has long
been intensively cultivated
in fields hemmed by
numerous hills and
mountains. This area
offers some of the
loveliest views in the
Shimanto river basin.

④Naro Tenmangu
In 1014, Tsuno Kunitaka, a
castle owner of Tsuno
Michiyo, solicited "Tenma
University flexible
Tenjingu" from Kitano in
Kyoto, and it was held at
the foot of the shrine.
Nowadays, trace still
remains. It is known as a
guardian of Onomi village,
and the annual festival on
November 25 features
Tengu and mikoshi.
Bicycle 29min
Car
12 min

Maru-chan
Maru-chan is a Shiba Dog,
a breed native to Japan.
She's always happy to see
people, so make sure to
give her some caresses.

Bicycle 24min
Car
11 min

⑤Manga shrine
With it's colorful roof, the
manga shrine catches the
eye. If you look inside, you
will see a unique altar
enshrined. In addition, at
the time of Manga
Koshien, high school
students visit for a victory
prayer.

⑥Tenmangu camp
A spacious campsite on
the riverside of the
Shimanto River. Full of
outdoor customers from
spring to autumn. It's a
natural campsite without
excessive maintenance of
facilities. Perfect for
children to play in the
river.

Bicycle 22min
Car
22 min

Bicycle 32min
Car
12 min

Fireflies

Autumn leaves

You can see fireflies from
early to late June. The
appearance situation of
the fireflies changes with
the weather. Pay attention
to your footing and enjoy.

Bicycle 18min
Car
11 min

You can enjoy the valley
rich in nature and full of
colors in ever seasons. The
beauty of autumn leaves
attracts people who often
visit for photography.

